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The Zealot 
 
The Zealot knows the end is near, and is desperate to atone, rebuke, and admonish before it’s too late. 
 
Inherent—Desperate Madness 
• Zealots always count as rolling a 12 (modified by their bonus or penalty) on Commitment. 
 
Limitation—Desperate Madness 
• Money, fame, success, failure, pain, pleasure—these things are meaningless. Any moment the last 

walls could crumble, the world will be judged by its gods, and oh… you will be found wanting. All of 
you, and me among the worst. It’s not too late to repent and sacrifice. But it could be—any moment— 

 
Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 

1st   Streetpreacher 
2nd  Prophet 
3rd   Visionary 
4th   Oracle 

Ragged clothes. Massive weapon. 
Book of prayers. Possibly a switch 
of thorns. 
 
Starting Coin: None. 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Desperate Fury. Constant ability. Can take a penalty to armor class of up to -4, and get that as a 

bonus to hit instead. Must be activated for free in the first phase of the round. 
 
• Sacrifice. Once per arena. Down an unbeliever foe, and gain one wound box. 
 
• Canticle of Apocalypse. Once per arena. Double action. Can combine a focus action with any other 

action; the focus action is preaching, singing, ranting, or reciting scripture. If successful, those in the 
same arena test their Commitment against yours; those who fail must retreat or lose a round. 

 
• Berserk. Rested. For the duration of the fight, add Daring bonus to AC and Commitment bonus to 

rolls to hit. However, the zealot must continue fighting until there are no more foes. Stacks with 
“Desperate Fury” talent. 

 
• Shriek. Rested. Lose 1 wound and tear out a horrific scream of rage, fear, and madness. All foes in 

the arena or adjacent arenas must test Commitment or be –2 to hit for the rest of the fight. 
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. The Lord of Six Thousand Gates has its grip on the gate to this world next. It will open. We will end. 
2. The iniquity of sexual practices in this world have risen as a tide of filth, we are running out of air. 
3. You were a scholar, a student. And you cracked the code in the scripture imagery. Too much truth. 
4. Your alcoholic parents beat the demons out of you when you were small. They missed a few. 
5. No one must know what you did, the bargain you struck. You’ll glut demons with other souls instead. 
6. If it was possible for [holy warrior] to be struck down, the gods have indeed abandoned us! 
7. You were one of the “survivors” of the assault on the [ancient ruins]. You understand what you saw. 
8. All the churches are false. The gods dropped the world. We must repent before it lands. 
9. As long as one true believer remains in each city, the world will not be destroyed. So few left… 
10. They said there was no forgiveness for your crime. They tortured you. You eventually believed them. 


